Cambridge English B for the IB Diploma

Assessment sheet 6.1: Answers to activities in Chapter 6
This resource provides you with answers and suggested responses to the activities in Chapter 6
‘Health’ of the IB English B coursebook.

Unit 6.1: Alternative medicine
1.3

a cure

f treatment

b ailment

g stimulate

c acupuncture

h therapy

d side-effects

i homeopathy

e holistic

1.6

1e

4c

2b

5a

3d
1.7

Statement a is the most accurate to explain how homeopathy works.

1.9

a to cure (disease)
b to be in breach of (the law)
c to be registered as (a doctor)
d to be sentenced to (imprisonment)
e to take (action)
f to keep (statistics)
g to be convicted of (a crime)
h to be diagnosed with (cancer)
i to hand down (a decision)

1.11 a stimulating

e interested

b invigorating

f disappointed

c rejuvenated

g refreshing

d stressed

h disgusting
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1.15 The original caption to the cartoon reads: ‘I have no objection to alternative medicine so
long as traditional fees are scrupulously maintained.’
1.19 a essential/important

h agility/liveliness

b analogous/comparable

i restless/agitated

c constituent/ingredient

j concentration/attentiveness

d ether/atmosphere

k complexion/skin

e primary/basic

l manifest/appear

f physician/doctor

m comprehensive/far-reaching

g promote/stimulate

Unit 6.2: Beauty and health
2.3

a media

d awareness

b fashion

e expectations

c diet

f self-esteem

2.4
Final order 1–8

Question

1

g

2

c

3

a

4

f

5

d

6

h

7

e

8

b

2.5

2.8

1c

5f

2h

6d

3g

7e

4a

8b

a dermatologist

f photosensitive

b domain

g rash

c reaction

h texture

d blister

i pigmentation

e bleach

j deteriorating
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2.11 Students may suggest parallel sentences similar to the following (sentence a is completed as
an example):
b Men are not spared by the beauty industry, targeting them as much as women, exposing them
to unrealistic body images, pairing financial success with the perfect body.
c Adbusters spreads awareness about the beauty industry by creating spoof ads, organising
events and writing articles in their magazine and on their website.
d Dove has received criticism for their campaign, for airbrushing their full-figured models,
including no large women, and for showing their models in their underwear.
2.12 Students may write correlative comparative sentences similar to those given below, which may
be given to students as examples (sentence a is completed as an example):
b The more popular beauty pageants become in West Africa, the worse the weight problems,
such as anorexia, become in these countries.
c The more advertisements are banned for sexual content, the greater the attention they receive.
d The more Bollywood stars promote skin-whitening cream, the more Indians will suffer from
the side-effects of these creams.
e The more parents talk to their young children about the portrayal of ‘beauty’ in the media, the
more likely they are to have a stronger self-esteem.
f The more new innovations in beauty products, the more women are likely to feel they need to
keep up with these trends to look beautiful.
g The more awareness campaigns show anorexic people to shock viewers, the more this
stimulates anorexic behaviour in patients with anorexia.
2.20 Students may suggest the following words and phrases to complete the sentences, based on
information from Text 6.6.
a Isabelle Caro worked as a model.
b When she posed for Nolita in 2007, she weighed about 60 pounds.
c The Nolita campaign shocked many people because it showed Isabelle Caro in an emaciated
condition.
d Caro decided to participate in the campaign because she wanted to warn girls about the
dangers of dieting and the influence of fashion.
e Fabiola De Clerq felt that the Nolita campaign was too crude.
f Isabelle Caro’s TV career included working as a reality show judge and as an actress.
g Isabelle’s mother kept her out of school because she wanted to protect her from picking up an
illness from other children.
h During her self-imposed diets, Isabelle would lapse into a coma and become delirious.
i After talking to a psychologist, Isabelle moved to Marseille to break away from her parents.
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2.21
Nouns

Verbs

commandment
disservice

battle
pronounced
ban
exploit
exhibit
dominated
dwindle

Adjectives

Adverbs

ravaged
emaciated
provocative
crude
delirious
haunting

balefully
lest

2.22 a ravaged/devastated

i crude/obscene

b balefully/darkly

j ban/forbid

c battle/fight

k exploit/take advantage of

d emaciated/thin

l dominate/control

e provocative/shocking

m lest/in case

f commandment/rule

n delirious/confused

g disservice/harm

o dwindle/decrease

h pronounce/say

p exhibit/show
q haunting/unforgettable
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